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ABSTRACT 

The digital communication and the fast growing of social networks, such as Instagram, facilitate 

new models of interaction and ways individuals use to of build relations. In this new 

environment the term micro-celebrity defines those people that are increasing their popularity 

over the web using different types of technologies.  

This paper first tries to understand how plus-size Panamanian and Taiwanese micro-celebrities 

self-present on Instagram as a platform considered rich on prejudices and stereotypes 

surrounding the body positivity communities; and how do they gain fame through online 

multimedia and textual representations. Second, elaborate and note the differences and 

similarities between their Instagram accounts. This exploratory research takes a qualitative 

approach using Nethnography as unique method for social media (Instagram) analysis and three 

research questions are proposed to give guidance and to better explore the self-presentation plus-

size micro-celebrities have on Instagram: RQ1. How do Panamanian and Taiwanese plus-size 

micro-celebrities (women) self-present on Instagram? RQ2. What are the most popular hashtags 

Panamanian and Taiwanese plus-size micro-celebrities (women) use on their Instagram posts? 

and RQ3. What are the similarities or differences between the content shared by Panamanian and 

Taiwanese plus-size micro-celebrities (women)?  

The netnography themed all kind of multimedia shared on the Instagram accounts and showed 

that there were more similarities than differences between the content portrayed among 

Taiwanese and Panamanian and there were 7 major themes within their profiles, glam posts, 

natural body, commercial and promotion, beautification, body acceptance labeled posts, fatness 

and transgressions, semi-nudity and sexualizations. 

Keywords: Plus-size, Micro-celebrity, Body acceptance, Instagram, Digital media, Social 

Media, Panamanian , Taiwanese, Women, Beauty, Culture, Cannons of beauty, Body, Fat. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

“The human body is the best work of art.” 

― Jess C. Scott 

Being a Latin American plus-size young woman living in Taiwan is an interesting 

experience; your social believes get reconfigured and your own body image will consequently 

change. Walking on the streets of Taiwan, looking around to those skinny models and actresses 

promoting whitening skin products, hearing the daily conversation about how famous Korean 

plastic surgeries are over Asia or all the other features digital media offers about bodies are 

indeed already part of the Taiwanese cultural sphere. 

Some Women from all around the world that share similar experiences dealing with the

dominant ideals of beauty, are participating in different movements using body positivity, fat 

acceptance and plus-size empowerment content in online platforms (Cwynar-Horta, 2016). 

However, these growing communities have attracted a lot of criticism from other body positive

activists and pro-fitness groups who question the validation and forms they are taking on internet. 

As a result, and inspired on my personal experiences, this thesis intends to examine plus-size 

celebrities’ accounts content on Instagram, to determine whether it is in fact a supportive 

experience for both, the women involved and for the women viewing the alternative portraits of 

beauty. 

This study used Goffman’s self-presentation lenses to examine the content transmitted by plus-

size micro-celebrities on Instagram and how the narrative of this content affects the body 
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acceptance on online communities in Taiwan and Panama. By analyzing the Instagram accounts 

of four online plus-size micro-celebrities (two Panamanian and two Taiwanese) this paper tries 

to shed light upon the differences and similarities between the presentation of plus-size 

celebrities in these two countries on Instagram and how these women gained popularity in social 

media where they are able to influence followers using information related to their own body and 

lives.   

Latin American women have been considered as curvy, voluminous and sexy (Venegas et 

al., 2016). In these countries, women present countless variants of body type, fit, fat, muscular, 

short, tall, delicate and others (Alcázar, 2008). Magazines, newspapers and people in daily 

conversation use phrases like L̈atinas are always beautiful ,̈ C̈urvy is sexy  ̈ T̈he soup with 

meat tastes better  ̈ (Maldonado, 2015) apparently showing acceptance of the different types of 

corporal representations. However, despite of this, obese and overweighed people are often 

object of mockery, catcall and even marginalization (La Estrella de Panamá, 2016).  

Questions related to body acceptance remain in Latino society, “why the Latina half-day 

news anchorwoman is a thin top model and not a journalist?” for instance; there is not a 

definitive answer, but the root lies on the existent beauty standards which will be discussed later 

in the literary review of this paper. 

In the other hand, Asia, where young women who weight around 50 kilos, feel 

dissatisfied with their body or consider themselves as “fat” even when being within the BMI 

levels established by the world health organization (Shih & Kubo, 2005; Seo, 2014; Noh et al., 

2017), beauty canons are stricter. The acceptance of plus-size women and body positivism in 

Asian countries have not been extensively explored and the existent research mainly focuses on 

body perception and destigmatisation (Singh, 2018; Lloyd, 2017). 
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Asian countries share a number of similar characteristics based on religious backgrounds 

that traditionally influenced the way people perceived human beings and their connections, for 

example China, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan, are strongly influenced by Confucianism and 

Buddhism (Noh et al., 2017; Albrecht, 2013; Zhang, 2005); however, westernization has broken 

these similarities, thus Asian countries now differ in cultural and socioeconomic development, 

what leads to differences in social meanings of weight (Wang, 2015). People feel pressured by 

adhering to social norms of being ‘thin’ and stressed by weight-related stigmas as the country 

has advanced (Noh et al., 2017) triggering negative physical and psychological health outcomes 

and “anti-fat cultural context (Brewis, 2017), thus, acceptance levels of the different female body 

types, especially the plus-size, are lower and highly criticized in these cultures.    

In this ovation to plus-size women, Panama was chosen for its variety of races and rapid 

growth during the last years; for being located in the center of America and having a high 

amount of female migration from other Latino countries (Panamanian Institute of Tourism, 

2017). On the other side, there is Taiwan that shares characteristics with Panama in terms of 

touristic movement and development and also because of the westernization and adoption of 

beauty ritual from other Asian countries perceived on the media. In both, Panama and Taiwan, 

plus-size micro-celebrities in Social Networks is something new and there are not abundant 

English research works related to the topic, nonetheless research addressing an analysis of the 

movement on these countries. 

1.1. Research Background 

Online Social Networks (SNS)  are not a new way of communication anymore, but a way 

of adaptable communication where users can share images, videos and texts and where Zhao’s 
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“digital self” or online identities are build up (Zhao, 2005). Social Networks have disrupted the 

gap between what is public and private, modifying the individual identities. Using Goffman’s 

metaphor about the self-presentation in society, in online communities, users have total control 

about the way they present themselves through different platforms helped by a variety of tools 

(Papacharissi, 2014; 2016). 

Users have control over their presentation, paradoxically, part of that control is paid 

through the exposure of the private life. In some cases, especially on Instagram (Ha-tuka, Toch, 

2016), celebrities can raise or emerge from these personal accounts and become well-known 

online and in traditional media.  Plus-size women are an example of this phenomena, where 

females break the standards of hegemonic features of beauty that have been prevailing on 

fashion and social presentation during years (Blanes, 2017). Using their profiles, those women 

have evolved and became a new type of micro-celebrities, term that was first coined in 2001 by 

Theresa Senft on a research about ‘camgirls’ and online resources, meaning people increasing 

their popularity over the web using different types of technologies (Senft 2008, p. 25; Khamis & 

Welling 2017,  p. 197 ). 

The opportunities Instagram give to plus-size women and female in general of showing 

themselves as they want, where and when they decide, make this platform an appropriate 

environment to uncover women’s “perspectives” (Fredick, 1999; Alentola, 2017). In the online 

community each individual can feel supported and empowered by others (followers) and by the 

fact that they have encouraged themselves to publish a body positive picture or content related 

to their lives (Wazmy, 2010) that can be seen and liked by others.  However, society is still 

organized according to regimes of image that through representations, hold relations of power. 
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This is a replicated asymmetry that also happens in social networks, where individuals also 

apply control and surveillance (Ha-tuka and Toch, 2016).  

1.1.2. Positive Body Image and the Word Fat 

 

There is not a universal definition of positive body image but, on 2015 Halliwell 

identified it as being highly satisfied with one’s own appearance. Several characteristics of this 

movement can be identified, such as: hold favorable opinions of the body, respect of the body, 

feelings of gratitude towards the body, rejection of societal ideals of attractiveness and a broad 

conceptualization of beauty (Tylka and Wood-Barcalow, 2015; Halliwel, 2015).  

In a study on weight loss and cosmetic surgery Jayne Raisborough examined the notion 

of self-formation from a sociological approach, exploring the effects of “lifestyle media” on what 

she expresses as one’s relationship to the self “the goal of most people engaged in weight loss 

plans or undergoing cosmetic surgery work is to be recognized in a society that only endorses the 

worth of certain “bodily forms” (beautiful, white and skinny bodies) (Harris-Moore 2016, p. 4). 

Past research argues that in social media environments the effects these bodily forms have are 

stronger and platforms such as Instagram which affords various types of editing and beautifying 

apps, can help to trigger body dissatisfaction or in some cases body dysmorphia (Ghaznavi & 

Taylor, 2015); however, in terms of image of the body and body acceptance, media is also 

considered a powerful tool. It is not fully responsible for determining the standards of physical 

attractiveness, but it will somehow prompt base for ideals (Kernan 2018). 

 There are many elements of the ways in which traditional and digital media present body 

weight, size, and shape, including representations, practices, and performances related to these 

bodies (Lupton, 2017); thus, the term fat, to describe bodies, has been always criticized in 
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different cultures. In Panama for instance, people will elude using it as a characteristic and 

individuals will avoid calling themselves or close acquaintances fat, because it may affect 

someone’s susceptibility; this also happens in Taiwan where terms such as “Feng-Man” (豐滿-

well filled-out figure) or “Rou-Gan”(肉感-voluptuous) are used instead of “Pang” (胖-fat). In 

society the word fat is more likely to be considered as negative and used to describe a feeling (I 

feel fat), Shaming someone or justifying discrimination; it is appropriate to use it only when 

describing someone (healthy or not) who self-identifies as fat (Zeilinger, 2015).  

However, the turn toward sharing contents on media in online platforms has contributed 

to body acceptance initiatives and variation of movements such as fat activism, body positivism 

and plus-size movements; in the same line, some websites and social media communities have 

been working to fight fat shaming and discrimination, highlighting the multiple disadvantages 

from which fat people can suffer and challenging the global standards of beauty (Lupton, 2017). 

Research also indicates that women that participate in online fat acceptance activities experience 

many benefits of being fat-accepting, such as self-acceptance, emancipation from dieting, and 

more time and energy to pursue other interests (Ngaire &Clemitshaw, 2012).

1.2 Purpose of the Study and Contributions 

This paper first looked to help understand how plus-size micro-celebrities self-present on 

Instagram as a platform considered rich on prejudices and stereotypes surrounding the body 

positivity communities; and how do they gain fame through online multimedia and textual 

representations. Second, elaborate and note the differences and similarities between Instagram 

accounts of the Panamanian and Taiwanese plus-size micro-celebrities chosen for the study.   
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In the method section, the researcher proposed three research questions that specifically 

analyzed self-presentation of the plus-size micro-celebrities and looked for themes trough the 

accounts (eg., body acceptance labeled post, beautification, fatness and transgressions), and also 

looked at the similarities and differences between their profiles and shared content.  

As noted before, there is one mainly research gap identified in this study, _there are no 

research works about plus-size micro-celebrities and  body image on Instagram addressing Asian 

and Latin American countries, nonetheless, Panama and Taiwan. Briefly explained, this 

investigation contributed in theory, practice and in a third added value : health. Health was 

considered too, because Mass media is  increasing the pressure toward ideal-beauty standards 

and women are having more discomfort with their bodies and body parts; therefore, the author 

tried to provide appropriate and fair assessment through the development of this paper. 
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CHAPTER ll 

Literature Review 

I used to weight 88 Kilograms and wear XL and XXL. In Panama is easy to find big sized 

clothes; however, women there have to face great barriers that impede access to beautiful fashion, 

including limited styles and lack of colors and designs.  

2.1. Plus-size Women and the Critique 

The Merriam Webster Dictionary defines the term plus-size as something or someone 

“extra-large” (Merriam Webster Dictionary, 2018), but the real origin emerged with the fashion 

industry’s exclusivity of sizes. While fashion trends have had numerous variations through the 

time, it is only recently that women of size, curvy or plus-size women, have started to get 

recognition and fame (Money, 2017).  

Plus-size movement in general represents a growing market of women of size who have 

been largely left out of the fashion conversation until recent years, but it has triggered some 

critics from the feminist perspectives (Zanette & Brito, 2018). On 2014, Cosmopolitan Magazine 

published a digital article titled “Is This How A Plus-Size Model Should Look Like?” (see figure

1) indicating that in the global industry, the term “plus-size” is defining those models who size 8

and up, but in real life, sizes starting from 8 are not even considered as plus but, the ones 

beginning from number 16 (Beck, 2014), allowing the criticism to continue when the industry 

started to focus then, on sizes going from 16 to 20 and women sizing 20+ still felt marginalized 

(Schaefer, et al., 2017).  
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Figure 1: Image illustrating the article “Is This What A Plus-Size Model Should Look Like?”-

Cosmopolitan, 2014 

 

Women considered plus-size by media have argued that the term is not appropriate to 

describe them. On 2015 Melissa McCarthy, American actress-comedian said on an interview that 

plus-size labels indicate women are not worthy and create distance between females; also, the 

model Jordyn Woods when featured in an interview on Teen Vogue referred to herself as a 

"curve model" rather than the more common industry term, “plus-size” (McCarthy, 2015).  

Diversity of terms to describe bodies can be found in different contexts and feminist 

reactions can vary. In this ambivalent panorama there are topics to discuss and research is 

necessary to fill this gap, especially in online environments. 
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2.2. Media and the Ideal Beauty  

The ideal of beauty and attractiveness, considered as a social construct, is not exempted 

from the trend of online media and globalization. Research suggest that before the globalization, 

each culture had a unique standard of attractiveness derived from traditional views about beauty 

as well as the physical features of the people (Yan & Bissell, 2014). For example, the traditional 

Korean image of beauty was average or even overweighed in size because it represented 

abundance (Han, 2003; Jung & Forbes, 2007). In China and Japan, women with round faces and 

mild plumpness were seen as beautiful and healthy (Han, 2003; Jung & Forbes, 2007). Hispanic 

cultures valued oversized and curvy bodies and tinned skin as attractive and fertile (Cunningham 

et al., 1995; Maldonado, 2015), while scarification of the skin was a beauty process in parts of 

Africa (Frith, 2006; Keefer 2017). However, in the last century cultural assimilation is found in 

local cultures that are being integrated into a universal standard of beauty dominated by western 

Ideals such as thin bodies, round eyes, narrow faces, and pronounced noses (Kim, 2010). 

In general, photo activity and social grooming behaviors, including posting content, and 

viewing, liking, and commenting on other users’ posts, has been linked to the concepts of body 

dissatisfaction (McLean et al., 2015; Meier & Gray, 2014), drive for thinness (Kim & Chock, 

2015; Meier & Gray, 2014), overvaluation of shape and weight, and dietary restraint (McLean et 

al., 2015). Although this research in not a cause and effect study, it is important and linked to the 

purpose, to mention how the exposure to appearance-oriented content has affected the way 

people perceive their own selves. 

Asian women are obsessed with skin whitening via whitening cosmetics and even surgery 

to achieve lighter and flawless skin (Chung & Bissel, 2009). When asked to identify an ideal 
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mental image of beauty, a large percentage of US and Korean girls offered US celebrities as 

examples or described a perfect ideal who has mixed Asian and Western appearance, such as 

extreme thin bodies, long straight hair, big eyes, and a high nose (Chung & Bissell, 2009). In 

Taiwanese societies some women will feel praised by being asked if she is from a foreign 

country, specially Korea and Japan. As past works suggest that the norms of beauty still vary 

depending on cultural backgrounds and audience differences (Morris & Nichols, 2013), this 

study will focus on the narrative and conversation plus-size micro-celebrities have on Instagram 

and the way this movement is trying to overcome the patterns of these strict beauty standards 

imposed by media in two different countries, Panama and Taiwan and the differences/similarities 

between them. 

2.3. Social Norms and Canons of the Female Beauty  

Social norms  are defined as “the customary rules that govern behavior in groups and 

societies” (Bicchieri, Muldoon, 2014). Social norms can be described also as “grammar of social 

interactions”, (Bicchieri, Muldoon, 2014, p16) as well as a solution to the problem of “attaining 

and maintaining the social order”. In this context and well related to gender norms there is the 

construction of the ideal woman, which has been always connected with weight (Mackenley, 

2017). For instance, in the latter part of the nineteenth century, when the ideal woman of the 

middle class was treated as an ornamental and maternal object (Mackenley, 2017); in that time 

the females were advised to not frequently exercise and eat more cream in order to maintain 

feministic curves.  However, during the last years ideal weight has come into popular culture 

with the introduction of the conceptions about thinness; being thin is normally having the same 

meaning as being beautiful and healthy, while being fat is considered repulsive and a symptom 

of illness (Hesse-Biber, 2007). 
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Women living in western cultures learn, since early age, that physical beauty is one of 

their most important features (Harter 1999). Women, while facing constant patterns shown on 

media about a different self they should become in order to be liked and meet the societal 

standards, are putting self-esteem under pressure.   

If a woman is fat, this means she is not conventionally attractive or thin (Hester & 

Walters, 2015). But where does this conventionalism come from? The present study is not 

aiming to answer this question, but there are many lenses analyzing the issue. Naomi Wolf 

explains well the panorama when she writes The Beauty Myth, book published on 2004, and  

suggests that images about women beauty are a type of  “political weapon against women’s 

advancement” (P10) a weapon not only viralised by men, but by other women too.   

More recent investigations confirm that beauty standards differ with race and ethnicity, 

and some conventional rules for ideal facial attractiveness are found to be even inappropriate 

(Rhee, 2018). It is impossible to measure or generalize all the cannons of the beauty, however, in 

the 21
st
 century, those are mainly focused on body type, eyes size and color, skin color and breast 

sizes. One research about Taiwan, US and Singapore predicted that western models (women) 

would tend to dress in more seductive ways more often than Asian models, indicating that 

western women are used as “sex objects” in cross cultural advertising (Frith et al., 2004). Other 

study found out that Taiwanese women, during pregnancy, are hoping to regain their body shape 

after the childbirth period. One theme that emerged in this research was “My body: where did it 

go?” this theme was considered as a reflector of the possible beauty standards of nonpregnant 

adult female bodies (Chang et al., 2006). 

In the case of  Latin America, the curves and voluptuous figures are indispensable . 

Women tend to be fascinated with beauty and this “is regularly ascribed to culture” (Venegas et 
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al., 2016;  Jones, 2017 p10-82). Latinas are seen as  “sensuousness, cults of body worship in 

tropical climates” (p10-82), and the expectations of machismo about female body physics are 

regularly mentioned in the popular media and historical facts as triggers of the multifaceted 

beauty consumption (Jones, 2017).  

Panamanian Picky Zubieta, one of the samples for this study and body positivity advocate, 

wrote an article titled “What is beauty for Latinas?” in which she attempts to give a general 

answer: “–mostly- have to be sex bombs… super skinny, but with big breasts, huge behinds and 

small waists… Otherwise you are considered ugly, unintelligent, stupid or pretty much invisible” 

(Skorch , 2015).  

The literature about plus-sizes in Latin America is almost inexistent but, there is one 

study with Chilean women where regimes of beauty, body size and perceived social pressure for 

being slim are indicators that will variate across different socioeconomic strata; for instance, 

thinness will have more value within high class and educated individuals, while obesity will 

affect more people with low economic incomes (Robinovich 2018, p80).  

2.4. Self-presentation 

Erving Goffman’s approach of self-presentation explains how people are performers 

trying and sometimes fighting to express an identity through verbal and non-verbal 

communication (Goffman 1959). Self-presentations are different one to another because humans 

interact in different environments and relationships with various goals, as a result “self-

presentation tends to be goal-driven” Leary & Kowalski, 1990. 

In a fallow up to his original study, Goffman considered two different performances of 

self-presentation, frontstage and backstage. While in frontstage, individuals are typically very 
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cautious about the image (“self”) they are presenting, in backstage performances, people will 

generally opt for a more natural characterization (Goffman 1974). Commonly, in people 

interactions one’s frontstage and backstage image will be in a continual process of complex 

interchange, because each one includes numerous presentation strategies that a person tries to 

manage through the interpretation of the audience; however, previous researches on athletes’ 

figures use of SNS, reflected that backstage performance is more likely to be utilized (Geurin-

Eaglema, 2016).  

Online self-presentation has become an important part of people lives. Organizing 

descriptions, selecting the best profile picture or managing general information, is what gives 

individual identity in online communities. In member profiles in online social networking sites 

such as Instagram, people generally offer details about them and share personal activities or 

external content with other netizens (Schwammlein and Wodzicki 2012). The present study 

focuses on plus-size micro-celebrities presentation on Instagram accounts, thus is important to be 

familiar with related past research works, as presented in the next section.   

2.4.1 Women’s Self-presentation on Instagram  

 Past studies have identified profiles on social media as “identity performance” (Cover 

2012; Westlake 2008). Goffman’s concept of “performance of self in daily life” has also been 

applied in the study of social media in order to understand how individuals uses social media to 

construct and manage their identity or image (Dobson 2015). When people create their profile on 

SNS, they utilize visual and textual elements, such as images and texts, to manage the impression 

about themselves and project it to other people, especially to their circle (Boyd, 2008).  
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Zizi Papacharissi, from the University of Illinois, contributed to the investigation of self-

presentation online with several studies where she connotes that the self, recently can be 

expressed as “fluid abstraction” (p304), reified through the normal associations people have with 

a flexible reality. This process of self-presentation becomes a changeable cycle where identity is 

“presented, compared, adjusted, or defended” against social, cultural, economic, or political 

realities. (Papacharissi, 2010, p 304 )  

Studies regarding computer-mediated communication have also found the effect of 

gender on individual’s self-representation on SNS. Trammell and Keshelashvili (2005) explored 

how bloggers manage the impression online and the findings affirmed the influence of gender on 

self-representation as it was found that male bloggers preferred to run information curation blog, 

while female bloggers tend to write about their own experience or comments. This finding 

indicated that men are more into information seeking, while women are more expressive on 

online platforms. Moreover, Lebel and Danylchuk (2012) investigated the self-representation of 

tennis players on Twitter and found that male tennis players were sports fan while the female 

tennis players took the role more as brand managers and advocators. 

Social media itself has evolves in these past years. In the past, many studies conducted 

the self-representation on the text-based channels, for instance blogs (Sanderson, 2008) and 

Twitter (Jackson & Lilleker, 2011; Lebel & Danylchuk, 2012). However, recently, visual-based 

social media such as Instagram and Snapchat have gained more popularity (Lunden, 2014). 

Some scholars have also attempted to see the self-representation of women on this visual 

platform. Smith and Sanderson (2015) examined the Instagram content of athletes using visual 

content analysis and found that women showed more “warm touch”, such as hugging other 

people or putting arm on other individual’s shoulder and women also had more provocative 
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contents, for instance pictures with revealing clothes. Another study conducted by Pounders, 

Kowalcyzk, and Stowers (2015) delved into motivations of selfie-posting by female Instagram 

users and they discovered that one of the motivations to post selfies was “impression 

management” by transmitting their own ideal image of themselves to their followers, not only 

related to their personal features, but also their status, personality, physical condition, and so on. 

A study by Chung et al. (2017) also reported that women posted contents on Instagram in order 

to give support to other individuals regarding a particular issue or topic and the audience who 

was exposed to the messages on Instagram posts could be inspired and consequently feel like 

acquiring social support. The study brought the example of healthy eating which some Instagram 

users encouraged other people to do the same thing by posting healthy foods they ate on 

Instagram and the audience felt encouraged to follow the steps of these users and achieve their 

healthy eating goal, thus this kind of behavior could be categorized as a form of social support.  

 2.5. The power of hashtags  

Hashtag is a way for annotating social media content to a particular topic and usually it 

contains the symbol of #, then followed by the name of the topic. Social media users who post 

content embedding the hashtag implying a convention as they attempt to generate collective 

conversation regarding that topic. Users conveyed the message with hashtag usually have similar 

interest about a certain topic or event. If someone is interested to learn about a topic, they can 

simply look for the hashtag on search feature provided by the social media platform then they 

can get the updates about that topic through contents shared by other users easily as they do not 

need to be in the location or know the content producer (Heverin & Zach, 2011). 
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When huge number of people are involved in a conversation under a certain hashtag, it 

establishes a sense of presence and community between the social media users that lead to 

collective action or hashtag activism (Yang, 2016). Some scholars have explored the role of 

hashtag in provoking collective action. Khoja-Moolji (2015) studied the hashtag 

#BringBackOurGirls. She argued that through the joint conversation moderated by the hashtag, 

people develop an affective tie among each other and it formed a digital community. As the 

result, people collectively participated in the campaign and conveyed their support on social 

media. Clark (2016) also recognized the ability of hashtag on social media as a powerful strategy 

to direct people’s attention to a certain topic or campaign and mobilize them online. 

Also, hashtags such as #fatpositive, #fatbabe, #bodypositive, #thickspiration, and 

#fatacceptance has been employed to further highlight how women wish their self-images to be 

received (Cooper, 2011; Dickins et al., 2011, Marcus, 2016; Pausé, 2016). In Taiwan, the online 

store AIR SPACE PLUS is recognized for its Instagram account where they employ clothes and 

services to generate body empowerment through campaigns and  hashtags like #plussize, 

#plussizefashion, #curve and #curvemodel. 

2.6. Body Positivity Plus-sizing Latin America and Asia 

2.6.1 Latin America 

While in Central America the plus-size movement is quite new, in some other Latino 

countries, such as Chile, Colombia, Venezuela and Argentina curvy women have gained fame 

and recognition through social networks, because before Social Media, celebrities were only the 

people on the TV (Blanes, 2017). 
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Curvy Fashion Week, Plus-size Week and other events related to plus-size clothes  

promotion are the reasons for this movement to be growing so fast in Latin America. Companies 

have discovered an old but, unexploded niche, that seems to be producing good results for the 

body positivity community as well (Informador 2017).  María Eugenia Donoso Muller is one of 

the online body acceptance influencer in Latin America; she suffered from eating disorders and 

depression and now dedicates her life to empower women through  famous and social media 

platforms such as CNN, BBC, El Miami Herald and other. Like Donoso, there are other Latinas 

trying to put away preconceptions about beauty; COSMOPOLITAN Magazine offers a top 6 

plus-size influencers: 1. Fluvia Lacerda, 2. Jennifer Barreto-Leyva, 3. Lornalitz Baez, 4. 

Christina Mendez, 5. Grisel Paula and 6. Rosie Mercado (COSMOPOLITAN 2015). 

2.6.2 Asia 

Many western countries have already shifted their definition of beauty and the perception 

of body image. However, for many Asian countries, this is very challenging as there is always a

certain perspective on looking on body image and beauty standard which has been deeply rooted 

for decades and enforced by the exposure of media, culture, as well as social media (Olivia,

2015). In Japan, women prefer to have skinny body proportion and this country has been

recognized as “the slimmest industrialized nation”. The main reason is the social pressure from 

the society, particularly other Japanese women, who favor fit body and often criticize other

women’s physical appearance intensely (Harden, 2010). In South Korea, a study conducted by

Samyook University in 2013 (cited in Lee, 2016), found that female university students still felt

unsatisfied with their body and kept wanting to lose weight in order to look better despite

possessing normal weight range. YouGov also surveyed adults from at least 25 countries

worldwide and results suggested that women in Hong Kong had the least satisfaction of their
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body as only 44% of the respondents found contentment in their physical appearance (Gammon, 

2015).  

Even though a lot of women in Asia are still haunted by the expectation of having a thin

body, movements to counter this mainstream perception have grown, especially through the

different social media platforms. These past years, some public figures or brands have initiated

body positivity campaign to raise the awareness of embracing all kind of body types. Priscilla 

Boh and Kayde Ling, fashion entrepreneurs from Singapore started the campaign called “I Am”,

aiming to educate Singaporean and all Asian women about the body positivity. Through Youtube,

blog, and some other digital channels, they would like to encourage women across Asia to 

against the pressure of body ideal and be confident about their appearance regardless the size of 

their body (McKelle, 2015). In India, a curvy woman named Dolly Singh counters the body

standards by posting photos and videos of her yoga practice. Her contents go viral on social 

media and convince people that everyone can still do yoga no matter the body size is (Packham, 

2017). Another example of the body positivity movement is #RockTheNakedTruth which was 

established by a Singaporean woman who once experienced eating-disorder and self-confidence

problems, Cheryl Tay. First started in January 2016, the main purpose of this campaign it to

increase the awareness of body acceptance and give a support to those who struggle with issues

related to their physical appearance and self-esteem (Tan, n.d.).

2.7. The raise of plus-size celebrities on Instagram 

Plus-size movement portrays women liking, accepting, and respecting their bodies 

usually considered overweighed, despite shape or imperfections, and is a positive psychological 

strength that has been linked to optimism and life satisfaction (Avalos et al. 2005).  
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The perception of ‘being skinny is beautiful’ in Asian societies has clearly affected many 

aspects, including entertainment industry. Women with curvy body have limited access to be 

known in this field and most of the time they are only able to get in as “slapstick sidekicks and 

comedic relief” (Tai, 2018). In Asia, for instance, a study by Soon Chun Yang University in 

2015 found that many South Korean female plus-size figures often encountered body-shaming in 

the broadcasting industry. Moreover, the pressure of staying skinny to look good in front of 

camera had made some celebrities suffered from eating disorder (Lee, 2016). 

However, as the body-positivity campaign begins to emerge in the community, now there

are more doors opened for plus-size women to enter the entertainment industry. In Singapore and

China, there is a rising demand of curvy model as plus-size clothing brands penetrate the market 

and receive positive response from the public (He, 2017; Woo, 2017). Aside from that, there are

many full-figured women who are able to make themselves famous in Asia. In Japan, Naomi

Watanabe successfully counters the body issue and takes over the entertainment industry in the 

country as a singer and comedienne. She is even known as “Japanese Beyoncé” and has 

performed in Japan, Taiwan, and the United States (Tai, 2018). Her Instagram account has more

than 5 million followers and she was named as 2016 Vogue Japan Women of the Year (Agrawal, 

2016). Vivian Geeyang Kim also enters the industry in South Korea as a curvy model. Weighing 

at 70 kilograms, Vivian challenges the beauty norm in this nation despite having online negative

response, such as death threats (South China Morning Post, 2016). Indian actress, Parineeti

Chopra is also known as a figure with positive body image. She is often criticized for her weight, 

but that does not take her fame away. Chopra became a role model for body acceptance in India

after campaigning #BuiltThatWay on Twitter in 2015 (Saxena, 2015).
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On Harju 2018, plus-size online interactions are defined as a collective activity of 

consumer resistance of the common products of the beauty scenario (e. g., plastic surgeries, 

diets), becoming subversive identities and political activists. For instance, plus-sized bloggers 

actively seek social and cultural inclusion by the way they portray themselves, more likely to be 

in fashion (“Fatshionists”) or in any other area or profession.   

2.8. Digital empowerment, narcissism or business 

The rise of internet has offered a new platform for people to engage in collective action.

Internet allows individuals to engage in social movement economically. Furthermore, this

platform could circulate and distribute messages conveyed by individuals faster. Therefore, 

individuals could get connected with other people and aggregate their power to create various 

causes (Theocharis et al., 2015). Unsurprisingly, many collective actions have quickly emerged

in order to increase public’s awareness regarding a social issue (Brunsting & Postmes, 2002). A 

collective action called #fitspritation, for instance, becomes viral on Instagram with a purpose to

promote healthy lifestyle and exercise for female, aside from raising the awareness of women 

empowerment (Slater et al., 2017). Some hashtags related to feminist causes, such as

#YesAllWomen, #Direnkahkaha, as well as #BringBackOurGirsl also circulate on social media

and provoke users’ conversation on this platform (Thrift, 2014).

These cases prove that this kind of social movement is very effective to create social 

causes as it is able to draw individuals’ attention instantly. However, realizing how powerful this 

practice is, some people start to utilize this method for their own good. One of the motivations is 

narcissism, defined as a severe concern for appearance (Vazire et al., 2008). A collective action 

might begin because of positive causes, such as solidarity, feminism, and so on, but later it 

transforms into a channel for self-centeredness and narcissism (Chapman, 2016).  Social media 
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users would like to portray themselves positively to the others on the platforms (Bergman et al., 

2011); thus, individuals would like to engage in digital movement in order to look good. 

Nowadays, the hashtag activism is labeled as something “narcissistic, lazy, and ultimately devoid 

of real solutions” (Yaverbaum, 2017). 

Aside from these individuals, some brands also use hashtag activism for commercial

purposes. After the emerge of #IAmPerfect movement, Victoria Secret, a famous lingerie brand

from the United States, initiated a campaign called “the Perfect Body”. This slogan was 

displayed alongside with slender supermodels. The campaign later created public outrage as 

many people deemed this campaign promoted unrealistic body image and considered it as a form

of body shaming (Stampler, 2014). Another plus-size clothing line, Lane Bryant, created another

campaign called #IAmNoAngel. This campaign celebrated women body in all shapes, 

particularly curvy women, and it was seen as an effort to fight back the campaign held by

Victoria’s Secret (Moyer, 2015). #IAmNoAngel sparked conversations on social media and was

able to generate more than 16 million impressions (Yohn, 2015). However, at the end, Labe

Bryant did this campaign in line with their marketing strategy to earn more profit (Moyer, 2015).

In this panorama the present research uses Tylka, & Wood-Barcalow’s 2015 definition about

body acceptance and positivity of being totally comfortable with one’s own body features, “is

expressing love for and comfort with the body” (p5) even if not completely satisfied with all

aspects of that body. Thus, body acceptance and love should not be considered narcissism or 

vanity. 

Then, if the main objective is aligning with the sociocultural ideals of beauty as 

mentioned in other sections of this study (Thin, white, other) and trying to achieve appearances 
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inconsistent with one’s physical and genetical features, the  result sometimes has been 

considered as narcissism (Tylka & Wood-Barcalow, 2015). 

CHAPTER lll 

Method and Research Questions 

This exploratory research takes a qualitative approach using Nethnography as unique method for 

social media (Instagram) analysis. Three research questions were used to give guidance and to 

better explore the self-presentation plus-size micro-celebrities have on Instagram as presented 

below: 

RQ1. How do Panamanian and Taiwanese plus-size micro-celebrities (women) self-present on 

Instagram? 

RQ2. What are the most popular hashtags Panamanian and Taiwanese plus-size micro-celebrities 

(women) use on their Instagram posts? 

RQ3. What are the similarities or differences between the content shared by Panamanian and 

Taiwanese plus-size micro-celebrities (women)?  

3.1. Netnography 

This exploratory study employed a qualitative method approach with Netnographic 

content analysis (Kozinets, 2010) of  the four plus-size micro-celebrities Instagram accounts 

(two Panamanian and two Taiwanese). Qualitative research was selected for the work because it 

allows researchers to acquire meaningful and fruitful insights about a social phenomenon 

(Attride-Stirling, 2001). Netnography also presented the best approach when it comes to the 

study of social media, for instance monitoring hashtags on Instagram to understand behaviors 
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and attitudes (Kozinets et al., 2018), thus, allowed the researcher to get more and variated data to 

answer all the three research questions. Netnography comes from ethnography but, it is applied 

as an online alternative, involving data collection of  SNS ; it utilizes images, videos, captions, 

comments and any form of information presented in online environments (Kozinets, 2010). 

Other methods have been used to research online communities such as online ethnography 

(Crowe & Bradford, 2006; Crowe & Watts, 2014) ‘virtual ethnography’ (Hine, 2008), ‘digital 

ethnography’ and ‘cyber ethnography’ (Grbich, 2007). 

Kozinets, 2010 explained how Netnography is built upon Ethnography foundations: 

1. It is natural because it approaches cultures that exist and have real lives.

2. It is immersive. When it tries to understand engagement and personal participation with

“objective” observation. 

3. It is descriptive. It seeks “rich description,” of the subjective reality and emotional truth of

culture members. 

4. It is multi-method. As it is natural, uses or mixes methods such as semiotics, observation, 

projectives, photography, video or any other available mean. 

5. It is adaptable; as Ethnographies have been conducted within different cultural environments,

the same is possible with Netnographies on internet. 

3.2. Data Collection and Analysis 

This Netnographic content analysis examined  four accounts of plus-size women in 

Panama and Taiwan. As mentioned before, by analyzing Panamanian and Taiwanese women’s 

activity on Instagram, the study was able to find helpful information for future research works 

involving Latin America and Asia and the plus-size and body positivity movement. The micro-

celebrities for this qualitative study were chosen through a non-probabilistic method 

(Higginbottom, 2004), based on their self-presentation on media as advocates of the plus-size 
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and body positivity movement and because they showed patterns that challenge the regular 

standards of beauty. To find the sample, online research was applied; reading online news 

articles and looking at the plus-size community on Instagram. Non-probabilistic sample approach 

was employed because the plus-size movement is a new phenomenon in Panama and Taiwan. 

This technique is defined as “the process by which a selection of the population can be chosen by 

researchers as they have characteristics that can be viewed as a representation of wider society” 

( Higginbottom 2004, p7). Therefore, size is not defined to provide generalizability, but to deeply 

investigate the topic (Grbich 1999). 

These plus-size micro-celebrities who share the same characteristic of having recognition 

on Instagram (see table 1) and other social networks are presented as follows:  

3.2.1. Panama 

Alexa Carolina Chacón @sohotsomealex (see figure 2): 

Born on March 21st, 1993. On 2008 she started a blog called “So Hot, So Me” related to

fashion but, mainly focused on her daily life experiences. The blog got some followers, but it

was after the appearance of Instagram and the raise of other Social Networks, when Alexa

Chacon’ fame raises in Panama. She identifies herself as an advocate for women rights and a

“curvy” but flawless model. (So Hot, So Me online, 2018)

“I started this because I discovered life is hard and you only have yourself to protect 

yourself, you need to feel good under your own skin because that, your own body, is the 

only real comfort zone you have…embrace it, love it” Alexa Chacon, 2018. 
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Figure 2. Alexa Chacon’s 2018 blog’s picture 

Piky Zubieta-Kay @entrelibras (see figure 3): 

Patricia Zubieta-Kay studied Architecture but dedicates her life to “motivate people”. She

began to gain fame when she started to share her experiences of frustration and pain for being fat 

and how this pushed her to go under a gastric sleeve surgery. Her believes are that women should 

be happy with their bodies but being healthy is also important (El Siglo, 2016) 
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Figure 3. Picky Zubieta’s 2018 Instagram Picture (She does not use a gastric sleeve anymore) 

3.2.2. Taiwan 

Amanda 劉紀範 @Amanda_isme (See figure 4): 

Born on 1987 is recognized for having small roles in Taiwanese and Chinese dramas. Amanda or

Liu Ji-fan in Romanized pinyin has expressed on Taiwanese media her desire to transform and 

offer a change regarding to way women hide their thickness and leave fashion only for the 

skinny type (Liu, 2018). As an advocate of the plus-size movement, she joined and participated 

in the production of Air Space Plus’s 2018 promotional campaign, titled “be mine”, a video that 

aimed to teach women they are worth and sexy despite their body weight or shape “your sexiness 

has nothing to do with your body” argues Amanda in one line whiting the video (Air Space Plus, 

2018). 
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Figure 4. Amanda 劉紀範’s 2018 Facebook picture (modeling) 

Wang Qi/Mao Bu @chatdeombre (See figure 5): 

Mao Bu is a 25 years old, Taiwanese singer, performer and women’s rights activist, who 

found space on Social networks to develop her art and carrier. On March of 2018 her recognition 

increased as the result of a video report published first, on BBC News online portal and 

consecutively in some other news platforms. “There is always going to be someone suddenly 

coming up to you, and saying: ‘so fat’ you need to lose weight”, expresses Wang Qi during the 

translated interview presented on the site.  In the video she also shares her experience of using a 
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gastric sleeve and explains that her willingness to lose weight is not because of body shame but 

due to health conditions that could affect her carrier and family wellness. 

Figure 5. Wang Qi/Mao Bu (Picture from her Facebook photo session called “The humorous 

Daily life of the female bodies” [女體的幽默日常])  

Table 1. Plus-size Micro-celebrities  (may 2018) 

Country 
Name, Instagram 

ID or Nickname  

Number of 

Instagram 

followers 

Number of 

Instagram 

posts 

Other Social 

Networks insights 

Profession or 

activities  

Panama 

Alexa Carolina 

Chacón 

(Sohotsomealex) 

134K 4,894 

Youtube: 3.3K 

Facebook: 4K+ 

friends 

Twitter: 2.7K 

Fashion 

blogger, 

Marketing 

specialist 

Panama 
Piky Zubieta-

Kay (entrelibras) 
113k 5119 Facebook: 8.4K 

Blogger, radio 

host, model  

Taiwan 
Amanda 劉紀範 

(Amanda_isme) 
15.5K 1,310 Facebook: 72.8K 

Actress, 

model, 

performer 

Taiwan 

Wang Qi/Mao 

Bu 

(chatdeombre) 

515 127 
Facebook:74.4K 

Youtube:18.4K 

Singer, artist, 

model 
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In order to conduct the netnography, the researcher created a new Instagram Account 

(See figure 6 and 7), without using a personal profile. This mean was proposed by Lamb’s (2011) 

when doing online studies and following ethics.  

Figures 6-7. Screen captures of the Instagram account utilized for the research 
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First, observation took place to analyzed general activity of the plus-size women 

Instagram accounts, such as: Increase or decrease of followers, change of user ID, daily story 

narratives, Instagram biography and other. Helped by the screen capture tool of a computer and 

mobile device, important data and insights were retrieved and used only for this research and 

respecting ethics. Second, the researcher proceeded to study and look for the most prevalent 

themes within each account posts. This information was also stored through screen capture and 

filming functions of a mobile device. Useful captions and hashtags in mandarin language were 

translated into English and both, multimedia as well as texts, were analyzed together to offer 

clearer results. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Findings  

In terms of general activity, since the first revision of their accounts on May 2018 (See 

Table 1) their followers increased in number in comparison to June, but the number of posts was 

similar as showed on table 2: 

Table 2. Accounts Data May-June 2018 

Country 
Name, Instagram 

ID or Nickname  

Followers by 

May 2018 

Followers by 

June 2018   

Posts on 

May 2018 

Posts on 

June 2018 

Total 

Posts 

Panama 

Alexa Carolina 

Chacón 

(Sohotsomealex) 

134K 143K 84 75 5, 093 

Panama 
Piky Zubieta-Kay 

(entrelibras) 
113k 114K 71 73 5, 316 

Taiwan 
Amanda 劉紀範 

(Amanda_isme) 
15.5K 16.9K 30 25 1, 379 

Taiwan 
Wang Qi/Mao Bu 

(chatdeombre) 
515 576 12 8 134 

However, in the cases of Amanda 劉紀範 and Piky Zubieta, increasing the number of

followers was not equal to getting more likes or comments on their posts and controversially 

content shared by Amanda during 2016 and 2017 got more likes than the actual year’s posts. 

This phenomenon was also observed on Piky’s account were posts generated on May reached 5, 

000 likes and more, while June’s liking average was under 2, 000 responses, reaction that can be 

considered a product of the hashtag usage and the type of post (how do they self-present) as 

explained in the next section. Posts with higher number of hashtags, promoting clothes and 
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brands, and portraying glamorous and sexualized poses got more likes. Videos shared by the four 

micro-celebrities tended to get less comments and likes than images or pictures, specially selfies. 

Personal self-revelation was also analyzed, this feature is defined as whether individuals

avoid privacy concerns and openly offer names, gender, biography, contact information, mention 

of interests, family or friends {Papacharissi, 2002; Trammell & Keshelash, 2005; Bartsch, M., &

Subrahmanyam, 2015(P. 345)}. Panamanian plus-size were found more open and willing to offer 

more information about their families, friends, hobbies, mood of the day and life stories; their 

profiles are not focused on only one activity, for instance, one moment followers can observe

Piky’s picture kissing her husband (see figure 8) or Alexa’s daily story wishing happy birthday

to her mother (see figure 9) and the next hour something totally different. Taiwanese also share

small details, such as, one or two Instagram friends tagged on their posts, but they do not 

disclose too much since their accounts already portray a stable theme; Amanda has a personal 

blog, while the narrative presented by Wang Qi’s profile is someone who fight for the rights of

fat people, love singing/performing but that is trying to lose weight and become healthier at the

same time. 

Figure 8. Piky’s picture kissing her husband 
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Figure 9. Screenshot of Alexa’s daily story wishing happy birthday to her mother 

RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 attempt to understand how do Panamanian and Taiwanese plus-size micro-

celebrities (women) self-present on Instagram and to find similarities or differences in how these

women portray themselves. After the analysis of the selected profiles, seven themes were found

as repetitive within the publications and daily stories ; in those themes they share similar 

characteristics but with different levels and patterns, as it is explained below:

4.1. Primary Themes (More repetitive) 

4.1.1. Glam Post 

This theme represents the most repetitive one in all the 4 accounts, representing a 95% of 

their content shared on May and June of 2018 (359 were considered glam posts) and showing the 
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same pattern in the rest of the posts. Glam post or Glamorous picture is originally a photography 

genre with models portraying unusual, “delightful” and/or erotic poses. In terms of semi-nudity 

and sexualization, Glamour has been highly challenged by modern feminism (Nebot, 2017; Coy 

& Garner, 2010). Despite not having a body considered symbol of cannon according to the 

beauty standards mentioned on the literature review of this paper, these micro-celebrities share 

pictures imitating poses and presenting fancy clothes. Sometimes the content displayed is just a 

result of their professions or business activities.  

The research found out that at least 50% of May and June posts analyzed revolved around

two important factors, the attire and modeling; for instance, on figures 10 and 11 the 

Panamanian Piky uses the hashtags “@plussizepanama #actitudplus #inspiraciondeldia

#actitudplus #tallagrande #actitudplus#plussize  #plussizemodel 

#plussizefashion#plussizeblogger #pty #panama #fashion #moda #plusfashion 

#celebratemycurves# celebratemystyle #celebratemysize #panama #pty #colombia #mexico 

#miami #MIA #usa #Londres” and on figure 10 she left the caption “Es #Lunes de #selfie y de

lucir las curvas con diseños de @celipizan . � ” (Is #Monday for #selfie and to show off  your 

curves with @celipizan designs) as a way to manifest satisfaction with a clothing brand, same 

brand mentioned multiple times in her account. 
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Figure 10: Piky’s Instagram account picture 

Figure 11: Piky’s Instagram account picture 
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Figure 12 and 13: Glam posts from Amanda’s Instagram account

Amanda’s account typically receives comments such as “Ni bian Shou le”(你變瘦了-you

lost weight) In Taiwanese society comments related to getting thinner, even when is not true, are

considered positive. Other examples are “Chao zheng! you bai xing jiu shi mei ！！！！！” 

(超正！有自信就是美-Awesome! Just the confidence is beauty), “Hao mei” (好美-so beautiful), 

“Tai la” (太辣-too hot) and other. Amanda and Piky have both, a higher rate when it comes to 

replies, this probably gives a sense of closure to their followers.  
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Figure 14: Glam pictures from Wang Qi’s account (photograpy session) 

Figure 15: Screen capture from Wang Qi’s Glam picture (brand-modeling) 

Wang Qi/Mao Pu owns the account with the least number of Instagram followers, posts 

and comments, however, from her 134 posts (pictures and videos) where she appears, 82 were 

about glamor and portrayed posed pictures that also belong to other themes of the present study. 

The more colorful and glamorous the content is, the more the likeable it will be for her followers. 

(The top liked posts on Wang Qi’s profile belong to this category, see figure 15).  
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Figure 16: Alexa’s glam picture dressed like King Lion for a choreography 

Alexa’s account is a fashion and personal blog where she shares different stuffs that 

could attract more females than males; however, many of her followers are men. After analyzing 

the comments under her glam posts (majority written by men) vulgar language and sexual 

insinuations were found as the prevalent topic. Some individuals wrote on Figure 16 these

comments:  “Yo quiero ser tu Leon❤” (I want to be your lion),  “TE LO COMO BB TODITO” 

(I will eat it all) referring to her genitals, “Yo soy Raton que te come tu gato..bb” (I am the rat 

that eats your cat..baby), 

“Exelente foto genial y sexy admirable te amo. Pero ai un pedazo de tela en esta foto que 

no me agrada y ni simpatiza. Seguiré analizando la bella foto para determinar donde esta esa 

tela metiche.� ” (Excellent picture, wonderful and sexy, I love you, but I do not like that piece of 

cloth down there. I will keep analyzing the picture to discover where is that piece of nosy cloth) 

In Latin America, the sexuality is overpraised, and women are usually catcalled on the 

streets when they wear some normal attire or sexy clothes (it does not matter). A big number of 

Panamanian do not consider this phenomenon as sexual harassment anymore, but they see it as 

part of the daily life.  
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4.1.2. Natural Body 

Pictures and videos that showed their bodies or behaviors on their basic forms were 

included in this category. Natural Body does not have a global definition; however, it can be 

denoted as pictures avoiding glamour and generally body positive advocate but, without any 

direct label of this (Nebot 2017). Under this theme were grouped a total of 120 pictures and daily 

stories showing a face without make up (see figures 17, 18 and 19) and posts where they were 

seen in daily routines (see figures 20 and 21), without special  or prepared pose and lack of 

shame towards any part of their bodies (see figures 22, 23 and 24).  

Figure 17. Amanda’s post alluding little use of makeup 

Figure 18. Alexa’s daily story with a caption in Spanish language expressing “Muy orgullosa de 

esta piel mia” (I am so proud of this skin, my skin) 
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Figure 19. Wang Qi’s post with no makeup 

Figure 20. Picture of  Alexa’s post illustrating her hobbies 

Figure 21. Piky’s post about leisure activities and recreation 
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Figure 22. Screen capture of Piky’s video showing belly area 

Figure 23. Alexa’s post showing belly area 

Alexa’s posts are the most liked and controversial ones according to some of her 

commenters. She is highly criticized and described as “fake” and auto denominate herself as 

happy with her body, although her followers perceive another reality. Three of the comments 

from this post say:  
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“Axala vida aguantando la respiración. Lo sabroso que es ser una gordita de frente y sin 

miedo” (Oh no, holding your breathing. How delightful is to be a chubby girl without 

shame or fear of show it off). 

“asi mismo es Ella Misma no se Acepta como q triste pero segun Ella es Toda una barbie” 

(if she does not accept herself as it is, how sad but she believes she is like a Barbie doll). 

“antes estabas mejor” (you were better before). 

All of them indicating discomfort or unhappiness with the way she portrays.   

  

Figure 24. Wang Qi’s post portraying full body and her uncovered arms  

 

Figure 25. Screen capture of Amanda’s video eating a “zang zang bao” (髒髒包- dirty pastry 

bun) 
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In the case of Taiwanese Amanda, she has no multimedia portraying her belly or any 

other part of her body with excess of fat; her profile develops a tendency to share a natural face 

skin (see figure 17) and tries to avoid shame on eating. Figure 17 could fit in a food category; 

however, because past studies have suggested that women, specially overweighed will usually 

feel shy or judged when eating in front of other individual (Ogden & Clementi 2010), these types 

of images and videos are considered a way to fight shame on eating. In terms of natural body 

Wang Qi’s profile shares similar characteristics with the Panamanian accounts, as they have 

posts of their naked bellies (see figures 22, 23 and 24).   

4.1.3. Commercial and Promotion  

This theme is defined as the sell-oriented Instagram content to promote external brands or 

personal products (Rassi, 2016). The female body has been considered an object exploded by the 

regimes of the market (Preciado, 2009) and women are subordinated to the practices of the 

fashion and beauty. This section is about consumption and the actual research will be biased if 

these results were omitted. As mentioned before, a big number of these micro-celebrities’ posts 

were glamorous because the of the commercialization behind their profiles. Their bodies were 

found being used as a media of distribution and production in 85% of their posts. 

Amanda, Wang Qi, Alexa and Piky became their own brand. With a naked eye they are 

trying to fit in, however, they are still challenging the standards of beauty. Originally the plus-

size did not have fame or opportunities to be recognized and followed by a public, since society 

was in charge of penalize them to access to different professions, such as modeling, singing or 

acting. The present study found that the content shared by them with the goal of promoting 

brands or events are defying the disciplinary practices that used to exclusively accept a thin body, 
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thus under this category similarities between Panamanian and Taiwanese were more obvious 

than the differences.  

In commercial and promotional publications, they appear posing with clothes, using 

products such as cosmetics, bags, perfumes and other; sitting or standing at places or in some 

cases they will use daily stories with the address of the place tagged in the multimedia’s bottom 

or head. Every piece is thoughtful prepared to give an elegant touch to the material, so they 

trigger followers curiosity; these micro-celebrities from Panama and Taiwan sometimes share 

direct promotional messages (ads, posters) but, they usually will opt for subtle ones, for instance, 

Wang Qi shared a picture (see figure 26) starting the caption with  the following paragraph: 

“誰說，胖就不能美得發光？】只要透過髮色的設計以及捲度的擺放，你也能創造

屬於自己的個性！高雄知名髮廊 尤卡 UCA Hair Boutique” (Who said that fat can't be 

beautiful? 】As long as the design and color of the hair as well as the use of curls in a 

proper way, You can also create your own personality! Kaohsiung's famous hair salon 

UCA Hair Boutique).  

Figure 26. Screen capture of Wang Qi’s post describing her content with a brand 
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Some other examples are: 

Figure 27. Amanda’s post with a hashtag naming a brand 

Caption: “今日特可愛�  配台灣限定� 包 #puma” (Today is too cute with this Taiwan’s 

limited-edition bag). 

Figure 28. Screenshot of Alexa’s video with a makeup brand tagged in 

Caption: “Tu cara cuando descubres una nueva máscara de pestañas MARAVILLOSA 

✨�  Les presento la LASH SENSATIONAL de @maybelline que YA llegó a Panamá � �  �  
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Su función principal es desplegar todas las pestañas para un look WOOOOOOW � �  

Pendientes porque les enseñaré cómo usarla en un tutorial de maquillaje que me llevan 

pidiendo HACE MUCHO � �     ¿Están tan emocionadas como yo? ✨ ” (Your face 

when you discover a new mascara, WONDERFUL. I want to introduce the Lash 

Sensational of @maybelline that already available in Panama, its main function is to 

unfold all the eyelashes for a wow look. Stay tunned because I will show you how to 

use it in a new makeup tutorial…Are you as excited as I am?...)  

 

Figure 29. Screenshot of Piky’s video promoting a brand of restaurant  

 

Caption: “Por fin abrió @tatakipty en @multiplazapa ... idealista los que están a #dieta , 

los que les gusta #comer , los que quieren pasar un buen rato, les gusta la comida 

#peruana #japonesa #thai en fin el #spot favorito para los #KayZubieta ❤ � �  

#CONGRATS”  

(Finally opened @tatakipty in @multiplazapa ... for those who are on a diet, those who 

like to eat a lot, those who want to have a good time, those who love Peruvian, Japanese, 

Thai, etcetera…the favorite spot of the Kay Zubieta” her family’s last names).  

The first idea presented in this section is generally the most common when marketers 

come to think about promotion and commercialization, however, sometimes tagging or wearing a 

brand does not necessary mean that the micro-celebrity is getting paid or that she is receiving 

other kind of incentives from these companies. This strategy’s goal is to take advantage of the 
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hashtags and positioning their publications on Instagram search engine {Instagram shows posts 

in order of relevance rather than chronologically (Instagram, 2018)}.  

It is important to consider what is the activity these plus-size are involved with in their 

daily routines, because this was also found as a trigger for promotion. Amanda is a performer, 

model, actress; Wang Qi is a singer, model, performer; Alexa is known as a fashionista, blogger, 

model and now became a tv host and Piky is a radio host, model. Therefore, they usually share 

profession and Work-related Content, such as multimedia about their jobs, photography sessions, 

tv or radio programs, among others. 

4.1.4. Beautification  

Beauty is a broad concept, usually subjected to the social construction that surrounds 

people who judge based on observation (Heredia, 2009). Both, Taiwanese and Panamanian, were 

found using different instruments to beautify themselves in majority of their posts. 

Only in May and June, 90% of the content  uploaded was related to this category, for 

instance, hair colors, cuts, make up, clothes, accessories, face masks; to teeth whitening, geriatric 

surgeries, exercise and diets.  

 
Figure 30. Screen shot of Piky’s account video about exercise routines and diets  
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When referring to exercise routines and diets, research will generally group content about 

fitness and health related activities. Including  surveillance, looking at the relation of the body 

and the food that goes into it (Stover, 2014). Critiques and  positive captions are shared by their 

followers in some comments, for instance, one wrote on Piky’s profile (under figure 30) the text 

showed below: 

“Yo se lo que siente. Yo hacía mucho ejercicio ahora tuve un bebé. Subí un poco de peso. La gente se 

la pasa molestando si voy tener otro. X que abdomen abultado. Me acostado bajar de peso. Gracias a 

Dios la autoestima alta.x ya me hubiera tirado de un puente: la gente no piensa lo que dice para herir 

los demás. Primero se tiene ver un espejo para poder criticar �  (I know how it feels. I used to do 

a lot of exercise and then I had a baby. I got too much weight. People always criticized 

me…they criticize my abdomen. It has been really hard to lose weight but thanks God I 

enjoy having a high self-esteem…otherwise, I am sure I would had jumped from a bridge; 

people do not realize the power of their words and how they can hurt you…) 

Comments like this serve to inspire and give appreciation to the plus-size. Figure 30 is an 

example of how they mix promotion, natural body and body positivism, all in one; the caption 

Piky hanged on this video is oriented to motivate people to be healthier, despite their body type

and also includes hashtags of a sport brand that may, or not sponsor her.

Although Wang Qi is on the mission of losing weight, she affirms that the measure is not 

because of shame or disconformity with her body, but because she needs to take care of  health 

issues that risk her career and family wellness. Infinite resources are mentioned within the 

comments or shown in the media uploaded on their accounts, hence, for a clearer analysis a table 

briefly introducing the methods of beautification used per nationality was elaborated as follows: 
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Table 3. Methods of Beautification 

Country Name Beautification Resources 

Panama 

Alexa Carolina Chacón 

(Sohotsomealex)  

Diet to lose fat from the abdomen, exercise (Zumba 

dance), makeup, mechanical countering therapy (see 

figure 31), hair coloring   

Piky Zubieta-Kay 

(entrelibras) 

Diet to lose fat, exercise, makeup, gastric sleeve 

surgery (before), hair coloring  

Taiwan 

Amanda 劉紀範 

(Amanda_isme) 

Online beautification (beautifying effects), teeth 

whitening (see figure 32), exercise, makeup, contact 

glasses (enhance eye size) 

Wang Qi/Mao Bu 

(chatdeombre) 
Gastric sleeve surgery, makeup, hair coloring, contact 

lenses (enhance eye size) 

Resource: posts, daily stories and captions 

Figure 31. Alexa’s post promoting a brand of mechanical contouring of the belly (to reduce belly 

fat). 
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Figure 32. Screenshot of Amanda’s picture using a teeth whitening machine 

 

4.2. Secondary Themes (Less Repetitive) 

4.2.1. Body Acceptance Labeled Posts    

Body acceptance “is expressing love for and comfort with the body”. This theme 

considered posts directly related to body acceptance through text or symbols (Harju, 2018), 

though paradoxically, they do not share many posts under this label and when they did, the label 

was a hashtag(s), the name of a Campaign or motivational captions. Only 114 of their 2018 posts 

belong to this category. 

People may think that plus-size women will generate more engagement through hashtags 

related to body positivity but, the only one that constantly employs this kind of labels is Piky; she 

uses the same hashtags in almost all her posts (“@plussizepanama #actitudplus 

#inspiraciondeldia #actitudplus #tallagrande #actitudplus #plussize  #plussizemodel 

#plussizefashion #plussizeblogger #pty #panama #fashion#moda #plusfashion 

#celebratemycurves #celebratemystyle #celebratemysize #panama #pty #colombia #mexico 
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#miami #MIA #usa #Londres”). While Alexa only talks about this topic on videos where she 

portrays herself as an advocate of body positivity and other movements.  

Taiwanese Wang Qi and Amanda do not  hang many hashtags to label their posts; some 

of them where “#plump #biggirl #beatuycannotbedfinebybodyshape #plusbeauty #selflove)”. 

One characteristic these four women share on their profiles is that more than saying things such 

as I love my body, or I accept myself, they prefer to write captions including adjectives like #太

美 (too beautiful), #人生要漂亮 (Life needs to be beautiful), #超可愛 (Too cute), #beatuy (this 

hashtag is used multiple times on Wang Qi’s account instead of #beauty), #Rockyourbody, 

#queen, #feminism, #solomicuerpo (justmybody), among others.  

Figure 33. Wang qi’s body acceptance labeled post 

Firs paragraph of the caption: “胖子都會生病，浪費醫療資源？這麼在乎醫療資源，

何不看看肥胖歧視是如何造成嚴重的身心問題？不論性別，世界各地都有因肥胖焦

慮而導致飲食疾患，甚至死亡的案例，當然，女性仍是大宗。早有研究顯示，越喜

歡自己身體的人，越健康、越沒病，不論胖瘦（請見〈胖子身體不健康？消除肥胖

歧視，就是追求健康” { (Are fat people all sick and a wasting medical resource? So 

careful about these medical resources, why not looking at how obesity discrimination 

causes serious physical and mental problems? Regardless of gender, throughout the world 

there are eating disorder cases and registered deaths due to obesity and anxiety. Of course, 
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there are still so many big women out there. Studies have shown that the more people like 

their bodies, the healthier and less ill, regardless of fatness and thinness, they are (please 

see < is being fat not healthy? Eliminate obesity discrimination, is to pursue health)) 

 

Figure 34. Alexa’s body acceptance labeled post (Used to promote a bikini brand) 

Caption: “POOL DAY � ✨ Cuando uno es feliz por fuera, se nota por dentro � � �  Chicas, 

amémonos como somos, que nadie nos haga sentir vergüenzas del cuerpo que habitamos 

� ” (Pool day…when we are happy with the outside it is also shown inside…girls lets 

love ourselves, just the way we are, do not let other people make you feel ashamed of 

your bodies). 

4.2.2. Fatness and transgressions  

Fatness is considered as bodily excess and Transgression is something dirty, against the 

norms and that goes over the limits (Braziel & LeBesco, 2001; Lee & Schwarz, 2010). This 

theme groups pictures with visible flaws, such as stretch marks, excess of fat and cellulites; the 

Panamanian plus-size selected for the present study shared pictures that are more natural and less 

shameful of their flaws but always accompanied with sexiness. They represent fatness with 

pictures wearing bikini or clothes that are usually meant to be for skinnier women, however, 
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even though the narratives they share are part of their daily routines, they still care about the 

retouches, spots and poses whiting the picture, so the glam touch is stronger than in the ones 

uploaded by Taiwanese.  

Wang Qi from Taiwan also portrays a representative amount of posts related to fatness 

(19% of her content), but, her intentions are artistic and well prepared, involving professional 

photography sessions that can be part of art projects or music videos; in addition, it was found 

that a special theme or a campaign is always the reason behind those posts.   

Figure 35. Collage of Wang portraying flaws (Fatness and cellulites). Pictures retrieved from her 

Instagram account. 
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Figure 36. Collage of Panamanian women portraying their flaws (Fatness and cellulites) 

 

4.2.3. Semi-nudity and Sexualization   

When it comes to photography and arts, glamour modelling relies on the size and shape 

of women’s bodies; it is a mimicry where someone, in this case plus-size women that probably 

will not have recognition without SNS, learnt how to portray their sexuality and sensuality 

through provocative poses (Coy & Garner, 2010;  Holland, 2018). This kind of concept is 

extremely utilized by women on SNS. This category represents 64% of the pictures (no videos) 

uploaded by Alexa on 2018. 

In past research semi nudity, underwear, swimwear/bikini or other small clothing 

showing a lot of skin are considered as a method used by fat women to break standards. It was 

discovered that in Panama these kinds of posts will trigger the masculine look over the female 

body, similar to what happened with the glam posts. Alexa will prompt more conversations about 

sexiness and sexuality than Piky does; the reason rests on the nature of their accounts, because 

Piky’s profile depicts a wife, with children, who often tries to do good, even when she posts 
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erotic poses it will be accompanied by a caption that can be motivational, humor-sarcastic or 

dedicated to her husband. While Alexa represents a young small plus-size (maximum size 10) 

that travels, likes adventure and that is willing to share more skin, more sensuality. Vulgar 

comments coming from men were more likely to include orthographic mistakes than the ones 

made by women. This may be an indicator of the social strata of Alexa’s followers.   

Sexualized content from Taiwanese did not trigger hate, harassment or any form of 

negativity, although Wang Qi uploaded semi-nude content （see figure 35 on the last theme） it 

is more considered as sensualized oriented. Wang Qi and Amanda’s profiles are more cute, 

delicate and colorful than the Panamanian ones; their followers used emojis to illustrate their 

comments and the expressions “hen la” (很辣-too hot, spicy is the literal translation), “hen mei” 

(很美-so beautiful) and “ke ai” (可愛-cute) like a way to give approval. The strongest word 

provided by the followers was “tai xing gan” (太性感·- too sexy)。 

Figure 37. Alexa’s post (Sexualization) 
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Figure 37 was selected to illustrate this theme because it received 130 comments, the 

total of those were written by men and talk about sex, erotism and lust.  

Figure 38. Piky’s post (Semi-nude picture with humorous and motivational caption) 

Figure 39. Amanda’s post showing upper body lingerie 
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4.3. Findings Theme Framework 

Table 4. Findings Theme Framework 

Self-

presentation of 

the body 

(Description-

textual) 

Themes Definition Reference 

Primary 

themes 

(More 

repetitive) 

Glam post 

(“Glamour 

Photography”) 

Originally a photography genre with 

models portraying unusual, 

“delightful” and/or erotic poses. In 

terms of semi-nudity and 

sexualization, Glamour has been 

criticized by modern feminism.  

Nebot, 2017; 

Coy & 

Garner, 2010 

Natural body 

Material that shows the body or 

behaviors on its basic forms. Nebot 

defined it as a picture avoiding 

glamour and generally body positive 

advocate but, without showing any 

clear label of this 

Nebot, 2017 

Commercial 

and Promotion 

Instagram content sell-oriented to 

promote external brands or personal 

products. Also includes promotion of 

profession or activity.  

Rassi, 2016 

Beautification 

Beauty is a broad concept usually 

subjected to the social construction 

that surrounds people who judge 

based on observation. H 

Heredia, 

2009 

Secondary 

themes (less 

repetitive) 

Body 

Acceptance 

Labeled Post 

Body Acceptance “is expressing love 

for and comfort with the body”. This 

theme will group those posts directly

related to body acceptance through 

text or symbols 

Harju, 2018 

Fatness and 

Transgressions 

Fatness is considered as bodily excess 

and Transgression is something dirty, 

against the norms and that goes over 

the limits. (e.g., A picture of a women 

exaggerating the belly size) 

Braziel & 

LeBesco, 

2001; Lee & 

Schwarz, 

2010 

Nudity and 

sexualization 

In this definition, glamour modelling 

relies on the size and shape of 

women’s bodies, is a mimicry where 

someone can learn how to portray 

sexual and fashionable poses. 

Coy & 

Garner, 2010; 

Holland, 

2018. 
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4.4. Hashtags   

 

During the theme analysis it was found that these plus-size micro-celebrities use different 

hashtags randomly selected and without a pattern to follow, for instance, a promotional post could have a 

body positive hashtags or sexualized posts were accompanied with the name of a brand, among other 

cases. A set of the plus-sizes’ most used hashtags is given below:   

Table 5. Hashtags used by Panamanian and Taiwanese Plus-size Celebrities  

Country  Hashtag 

Panama 

#SoHotSoMeSlays, #Panama, #Plus-zise, #clothes, #body, #hot, #bikini, 

#yotambiénpuedo (I can also do), #gorditos (cute way of calling the belly fat), 

#playa (beach), #latina, #hotbody, #ACTITUDPLUS (plus attitude), 

#plussizemodel, #plussizefashion, #selflove #motivacióndeldía 

(motivationoftheday) 

Taiwan  

#cat and its Chinese version #貓 (mao) (this hashtag is present in some of Wang 

Qi’s captions as she represents herself as a cat lover), #beachbody #beatuy #beauty 

#summer, #makeup #smile #fighting, #play, #sing, #biggirl, #fun,  

#onlyYESmeansYES, #cute  

Conclusion and Discussion 

This study has researched about the phenomenon of plus-size women on Instagram from 

Panama and Taiwan. As outlined in the previous sections, there is a lacking academic research 

addressing the topic in these cultural environments, hence this study finds its importance. Based 

on the findings, there were 7 major themes within their accounts, glam posts, natural body, 

commercial and promotion, beautification, body acceptance labeled posts, fatness and 

transgressions, semi-nudity and sexualizations. 
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The plus-size movement within these women is considered an individualistic 

phenomenon with variations in social media; since each of the analyzed profiles publishes 

different self-presentation content, despite sharing the same nationality and cultural background.  

The results of the netnography showed that  there are more similarities than differences 

between the content portrayed among the two Taiwanese and the two Panamanian women, for 

instance, the repetitiveness and abundancy of glam in their posts, imitating poses and presenting 

fancy clothes. They also shared same patterns towards promotion since their accounts are used to 

commercialize, to gain fame and presumably to make profits, although, money is not mentioned 

in any profile. Additionally, they are all managing appearance and trying to make changes on 

their bodies through beautifying methods (diets, gastric sleeves, exercise) and when they 

uploaded material exhibiting fat and flaws, it still contained some glam features.  

Differences were also noted between the nationality groups and between the two plus-

size from the same country, however, the ones between countries seem to be more useful for 

future research. Taiwanese accounts still save a touch of cuteness, while the Panamanian ones 

will pay more attention to make their curves and flaws more attractive and sexy, triggering hate 

and sexualized comments. Online beautification was stronger or easy to notice in Taiwanese 

accounts, yet skin whitening effect was not detected, different to what research suggests about 

Asian cannons of the beauty (Chung & Bissel, 2009); also, even though it was not mentioned on 

the findings section, the Taiwanese portray more selfies than Panamanian do.  

In general, Erving Goffman will say that those women performances, perhaps are not 

authentic and constantly interchanging narratives for a goal driven action, but it is important to 

emphasize that female bodies are highly criticized out and in online environments; hence, this 
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paper suggests that without Instagram and any other available social media, these plus-size 

would not have the opportunities they actually do to share themselves with their own public, and 

considering the fact that they are plus-size women with endomorphic figures and yet are still able 

to share their bodies in so many forms (from natural body to sexualized images), they are already 

challenging standards of beauty and should be considered part of the body positive movement. 

Their bodies and popularity are now being presented in areas that used to only consider 

thinness, and people seem to like it as their number of followers is growing every day. Possibly, 

through their freedom of self-presentation other people, especially women, can also feel 

empowered and motivated to share their own skin and try the things that were originally 

designed for skinny women, for instance bikinis, lingerie, two pieces sport clothes and other.    

Implications and Limitations 

In future research, it would be interesting to analyze and theme comments from followers

to determine the real acceptation levels the micro-celebrities have. One direction would be to

directly interview body positive members to discover their motivations and strategies for 

publishing content and whether or not their posts goals are accomplished; also, to know how the

online self-presentation affects their performance in offline interactions.

As every research has its limitations, the first one this study had to evaluate the 

differences and similarities of self-presentations between Panama and Taiwan, is that the two 

samples from each country will have differences and similarities between themselves as well. 

Added to this, as the phenomenon of plus-size is quite new on these countries, there was not 

much information about women portraying the movement on Instagram, therefore, it was 

difficult to find the most appropriate samples.  
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